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Abstract PRBS -NC Techniaue 

A controller for displaying restricted patterns in In Pseudo Random Binar). Sequence - Negative 
, assive matrix LCDs will be presented. Hardware Contrast (PRBS-NC) technique all the rows are 
complexity and the computational time for simultaneously driven by waveforms which are 
generating column signals are reduced considerably orthogonal to each other. The column signals are the 
by using serial arithmetic directly from digitised ortliogonal transform of the data to be displayed. The 
samples and hence eliminating the frame buffer in column signal corresponding to each colun~n is the dot 
multi-line addressing techniques. product of data vector dl and the row select pattern g, 

Objective and Background . 
Liquid cnstal displays are used in low cost portable 
instruments like Oscilloscopes and Logic Analysers. 
While active matrix LCDs could be used in such 
displays, passive matrix LCDs are an attractive option 
for reducing the cost of the display. A high contrast can 
be achieved in such devices by using restricted pattem 
addressing techniques [1,2]. Simple twisted nematic 
LCDs could be used in these applications since a high 
selection ratio and low supply voltage, which are 
independent of matrix size can be achieved by using a 
flicker free addressing technique proposed in SID'96 
[2]. This technique is based on selecting all the rows in 
the matrix display simultaneously as in the case of 
active addressing [3]. However the hardware complexity - 
of tlie column drivers is considerably lower than that of 
active addressing, since column waveforms have just 
few voltage levels. 

This can be mathematically represented as C, = g, .dj 
Where dl is the data vector (column in the bit-mapped 

Our objective was to reduce the computation required 
for generating the column waveforms and to avoid 
franie bufkrs Uiat are necessary in multi-line . - .  
addressing. This nil1 result in a simple controller with 
mininml hardware complesity. The column signals are 
generated using a counter (as a serial adder). Number of 
clock cycles necessary for generating the column signal 
can be reduced to ,v clock cycles instead of N clock 
cycles. Wherein l v  is the number of waveforms that are 
displayed and n' is the number of rows in the matrix 
display. The time required for generating the column 
signal is sm;ll: since w<<N in a display. This is feasible 
since tlie data for tlie background pixels is assigned to 
be 7ero in rhe techniques for displaying restricted 
patterns. Ths frame buffer usually present in Uie 
controllers based on multi-line addressing technique is 
elilni~iatcd by using the digilised sariiples of Uie 
~vaveform to be displayed directly for the generation of 

image), with zeroes for background pixels. The data for 
the selected pixel which are points on the waveform is 
+I and -1 for PRBS-NC and PRBS-PC respectively. 
g, is the row select pattem (iucolumn in the orthogonal 

matrix). c,  is the column signal for f' column in the 

matrix LCD. Row select pattern gi can take any one of 

the two values, +1 or -1, Hence cl can take any one of 

the (w+l)  possible values from +IV to -w, resulting in 
(w+ I )  voltage levels. 

The technique is best explained by taking a 7x8 matrix 
LCD, for displaying two waveforms, hence there are 
two selected pisels in each column. 

i. Choose an orthogonal matrix, having number of 
rows greater than the number of rows in the 
matrix- LCD. Since the matrix LCD shown in 
jigure I has seven rows, an orthogonal matrix of 
8.Y8 is chosen. This orthogonal matrix derived 
from PRBS sequence is shown injigure 2. 

ii. From thejigure 2 we can see Uiat the first row of 
the orthogonal matrix has all +'s and the 
corresponding waveform is DC. Using rest of the 
seven waveforms result in a DC free operation of 
Uie display. The eight row select patterns 
corresponding to seven wavefonns are also shown 
in Uie brackets injigure 2. 

iii. Compute Uie colu~nn data for Uie all Uie colulnns 
in the display using the first row select pattern. It 
is given by: c, = g, .d, . For exiunple 

Similarly tlie column data for rcrnaining 7columnns 
are (+2, +2, +2, +2, +2, +2, +2). A 'voltage of 
+ 2 ~ ,  is applied to, all tllc columns (since the 
column data for all the colua~ns is +2). A voltage 








